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“Identity is the extent to which a person can 
recognize or recall a place for being distinctive from 
other places, as having a vivid and unique, or at least 
a particular character of its own.”

Kevin Lynch
The Image of the City

Appendix 1

Public Preference 
Handbook
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Introduction

Process
The character preferences were gathered during six interactive 
workshops with the community of Ladysmith. The community 
identified preferred and non-preferred images and provided 
comments. These responses have generated a collage of visual 
preference ideas regarding the preferred character in developing a 
vibrant town. 

The resulting collages of preferences are articulated in this 
handbook as a general set of points that can be used to provide 
direction and guidance in how to actualize and arrange the built 
aspects of Ladysmith’s preferred community vision.

“Ladysmith is on the leading edge, in that we 
embrace change and see the potential in embracing 
innovative and sustainable ideas and solutions.” 

Resident of Ladysmith
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Waterfront 
Character Preference

Ladysmith’s waterfront has evolved over time, from a 
predominantly working waterfront to include leisure, celebratory, 
and spontaneous activities. This area and its events have become 
a large attraction for both residents and visitors.

Commercial, recreational, and residential integration •
encouraging high levels of activity is to be encouraged.

The interplay between buildings and the public realm and •
the interface with the water is of strategic importance.

Low to mid-rise sited buildings should enhance the user •
experience by reinforcing sitelines, views and vistas and 
provide comfort from the elements with the use of awnings 
and overhangs. 

Access to the water is encouraged wherever possible, •
through the use of pathways, shoreline structures, and 
connective open spaces.

Buildings: 

Creative architectural solutions should respond to the local •
character and identity. 

A variety of architectural languages should be deployed •
where most appropriate. 

Contemporary marine industrial, neo-heritage, and Pacific •
North West architecture are preferred.

Section 3 

What residents said:

“No high-rises.”•

“Mix commercial and public •
activities, and connect them 
with pathways.”

“Encourage sustainability •
plans for all development.”
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3.1 Marinas
A broad range of activities and uses is preferred for dynamic 
interactions between users. 

The scale of marinas should complement its uses, and •
integrate with both the water and surrounding land areas as 
appropriate.

Marinas that support a range of uses--boat moorage, •
marine-shops, restaurants, live-work opportunities, and 
open water recreational activities--are desired.

Buildings: 

Creative architectural solutions should respond to local •
character and identity. 

A variety of marine industrial, rustic, and neo-heritage styles •
are preferred treatments, with attention to elements with a 
variety of low-rise massings, differentiated roof lines, and 
constructed preferably from local and natural materials.

What residents said:

“Encourage businesses that •
support marine/tourism 
activities.”

“We need places to work.”•
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3.2 Working Waterfront
A working waterfront of artisanal, and light industrial activities is
preferred. Integrated buildings from on the water to the upper 
shoreline offering live/work/and studio possibilities are encouraged. 

Enhanced pedestrian access points with other waterfront •
areas.

Working docks should emphasize scenic forms with •
appropriately scaled structures, materials, and colour 
choices.

What residents said:

“People, artisans, working •
harbour – the mix of it all.”

“Green building materials and •
using the natural topography 
is a priority.”
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3.3 Open Spaces
Well integrated open spaces offer a diverse range of activities, and 
function accordingly in consideration to users’ needs, while 
providing ecologically sound landscape practices.

Accessibility includes both public and universal mobility.•

Sensitive areas should receive minimal landscape interventions •
or further preservation.

Open spaces for public gatherings and community •
celebrations are encouraged.

Passive and active park spaces incorporating multi-uses •
and forms are encouraged.

Trees, shrubs, and vegetation compatible to the site can •
reinforce circulation routes and gathering spaces, adding 
to the existing natural setting. Strong landscape definition in 
form and function should be expressed through landscape 
elements.

Pedestrian continuity between the water’s edge and •
downtown is preferred.

Strong physical and visual connections between public •
and private space throughout the waterfront site, including 
patios, decks, outdoor spaces, and other waterfront 
activities.

What residents said:

“ We need good segregation •
of cars and green space, 
unobstructed views of the 
water and good habitat for 
wildlife.”

“We need to connect with the •
First Nations, share our sacred 
spaces.”
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3.4 Walkways|Boardwalks|Promenades
The pathways that lead people through waterfronts may be 
the most essential aspect regarding one’s experience of place. 
Many other important design considerations are to be utilized 
for the overall enhancement of the area such as: environmental 
considerations, view corridors, accessibility, safety and security, 
the arrival points and circulation flows, and the complete 
interaction of different activities in and on the waterfront.

A range of treatments is preferred using local and natural •
materials in consideration of seawalls, boardwalks, docks, 
decks, and walkways.

A promenade that offers creative solutions regarding •
circulation within and around the waterfront with distinct 
features to mark important arrival points is encouraged.

New buildings within the waterfront should enhance the •
user experience through sensitivity to site-lines, views and 
vistas.

What residents said:

“Need a place to enjoy a meal •
and drinks with friends on the 
waterfront, where the view is 
amazing.”

“Need to connect waterfront •
activities, a combination of 
commercial and public.”
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3.5 Highway Crossings
The preference to provide stronger connections between the 
downtown and waterfront areas includes the options of either 
above-ground or underground pedestrian crossings.

Well articulated and inviting entrances are encouraged • 
through the use of architectural detailing such as over head 
coverings and landscaped areas.

The use of natural materials is highly useful for incorporating • 
the surrounding environs and providing a clear interface 
with both entrances.

What residents said:

“ The use of natural materials • 
wherever possible.”

“Entrances should have • 
greenspaces, and be safe.”
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3.6 Residential
A wide range of residential opportunities is preferred for the 
waterfront area, from limited float home access, and integrated 
commercial with above floor residential, to multifamily units with 
shared open spaces.

Buildings, open space and circulation should be designed •
to maximize public water access and create and preserve 
ocean views without affeting the privacy of neighboring 
land owners. 

Residential multi-family buildings are preferred with a •
set-back from the water’s edge unless incorporated above 
commercial buildings set back from a public promenade.

Public and semi-private open spaces surrounding multi-•
family housing includes: large water features such as 
ponds, vegetative belts to distinguish public from private, 
and community gardens where appropriate.

Terraced housing on slopes is preferred in otrder to preserve site •
lines and view corridors.

What residents said:

“Housing developments •
should have trails.”

“Development should offer •
energy efficient (green 
technology), pedestrian 
walk throughs, integration 
of public/private spaces and 
cultural artifacts dispensed 
throughout.”
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3.7 Activities and Events
A range of activities and events are favoured for the waterfront. 
Residents prefer both private and public endeavors that utilize the 
water, foreshore, and shoreline.)

The scale and intensity of singular and community pursuits, 
celebrations, and gatherings envisioned, supposes a balanced 
waterfront. To provide for such challenges, the thoughtful planning 
and design of passive and active spaces which compliment the 
overall waterfront is crucial.
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3.8 Waterfront collage
The collection of images below represents residents’ preferred 
character traits from selections made at the community workshop.
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